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…that a system will fail

…with a measure of certainty

…and the type of repair needed

…the priority

…the engineer to be tasked

…the parts required

…the online manual

…that learns and improves the
human/machine interaction



CASE STUDY
Woodside Petroleum has expanded its use of IBM's Watson
cognitive computing as it seeks to drive more value out of its
systems

IBM Watson was first deployed at Woodside last year,
in its data science division, for an internal program
called "Lesson Learned", which pulled together
decades of engineering data from sources including
testing, projects and messages. It meant workers could
ask the system questions and receive detailed answers
as if they were talking to the wisest old hand
imaginable on the company's books.

"It has actually surpassed our
expectations ... we ended up with
nearly 400 people taking time out
of their day, such as engineers, to
train Watson and it has been able
to return answers to some very
difficult questions," Mr Gregory
said.
"We had pessimist engineers
saying it would never be able to
answer some kinds of really
technical questions and then bang,
Watson answered it first off."
The use of Watson is now being
pushed beyond the sharing of
"lessons learned", to be used in
other areas of the business,
including human resources, legal
and exploration.

https://youtu.be/SwqHemQ-5i8



https://www.jeopardy.com/be-a-
contestant/practice-tests



https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=9joEsWiYFEI

This is probably where
you are going to
encounter artificial
intelligence and self
driving vehicles yourself
any day now….This is on
the streets already
around Europe



Watson Intelligent Manual
Available as an IOS APP, for example here using the Volvo XC90 manual as its data source



Siris’ response was this comprehensive range of elephant products

What happens if you ask other apps to “show me something
that is not an elephant”

Google says….







Introducing IBM QEWS = Quality Early
warning System algorithms
https://www-07.ibm.com/sg/manufacturing/pdf/manufacturing/QEWS-services-
Sept.pdf



www.BLUEMIX.net IBM Cloud
application development system



Watson Factory Health
http://169.54.81.89/ibmcognos/cgi-bin/cognos.cgi



Watson Equipment Advisor as the engineer‘s AI guide

Watson Field Advisor is deployed to assist
field technicians diagnose faults, identify
the fix required along with the time it
should take, the parts and tools required
and the likelihood that this
recommendation will result in success.

As it gets used, the knowledge base grows
so the certainty level will increase.

The context for the vehicle industry is
proven in a second-line technical
helpdesk environment where 80% of the
faults are recognised by IBM’s analytics of
the unstructured database of previous
experience immediately, giving the
engineer a way to accelerate complex
fault rectification.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mv_nRuzs5nk The Ind 4.0 worker is connected too



Thank you

Toby Woolfe

Industrial and Automotive Cognitive Solutions

toby.woolfe@uk.ibm.com +44 7795 328 742
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